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Abstract: IR emission of dusty classical novae is modeled for a blob- ring shell geometry having carbon (graphite) grains in the blobs 
and silicate grains in the ring. Specific characteristics of the temporal and wavelength dependence of the theoretical IR fluxes from the 
model are predicted and compared with observations of some classical novae. The theoretical calculations of the model show general 
agreement with observations. 
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1. Introduction 

The idea of the presence of dust shells around novae has
been known for long time. However, to detect a shell of
dust we must look for IR excess. IR excess is defined as,
excess emission at infrared wavelengths over what we
would expect to receive from the photosphere of the star 
alone. In other words, dust grains effectively remove some 
of the short wavelength energy flux from the star and re-
emit it at longer (infrared) wavelengths. 

Besides, observations at infrared wavelengths, optical
region can provide a wealth of information about the grains
and can give a rough estimate for the temperature of the
nova as well. For example, the optical light curves can give
a clue to the existence of a dust shell. So to look for
observational proof for dust shells around novae optical,
ultraviolet and infrared observations of specific nova
should be examined.

2. Observations 

2.1 Optical Observations 

The ideal light curve with three possible behavior during 
the transition phase is that given in (Fig. 1) [13]. From the 
figure the behavior of the nova during transition phase can 
be divided into three types: 

 Novae which pass into a deep minimum, 7-8 magnitude 
deep. And lasting for 2-3 months, after which the star 
brightens to follow its late decline (e.g. DQ Her 1934) (Fig. 
2). This is the case we are studying now. 

 Novae which go into large oscillations (1.2 magnitudes) as
they pass through the transition phase (e.g. V603 Aql.) 

 Novae which pass the transition phase without noticeable 
peculiarity in their light curves. 

The break in the optical decline of the light curves during the 
transition phase, in general is attributed to the formation of
dust shell out of the expanding eject a as a result of cooling 
processes. 

2.2  Infrared Observations 

Extensive coverage of NQ Vul provided the first complete 
record of formation of an optically thick dust shell [17]. 
Observation for Nova Aquilae 1982, has shown the infrared 
emission and visual light curve for the nova (Fig. 4). 
Spectrometry for the same nova in the range 2-4 µm was
obtained (Fig. 5). (Fig. 6) shows the optical and infrared light 
curves of Nova Centauri 1986. From the figure one can easily 
notice coincidence of optical light curve drop with the excess 
of the infrared emission. Recent Observation data in optical 
and near-infrared of several Novae is available in [4] . 
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3. Classical Novae and Dust shell 

3.1 Classical Novae Theory  

Classical novae are known as binary system which 
undergoes dramatic unpredictable increases in apparent 
luminosity which may rival the apparent luminosity of the 

brightest starts in the sky (e.g. Sirius). The high increase in
nova luminosity is proven to be due to thermonuclear 
runaway (TNR) given the correct conditions. In the explosion 
part of the mass of the nova is ejected, which moves outward 
and start to cool gradually forming a shell of grains around 
the nova.  

The idea of non-homogeneous envelope (shell) around novae 
has been made since the time of nova Aquilae 1918 (v603 
Aql). Later Mustel et al. (1970) put forward the argument that 
the envelopes of all such objects (e.g. nova Aquilae 1918,
nova HR Delphini1967, nova Volpecule 1968, nova Serpentis 
1970 and nova Cygni (1975, 1978) have a characteristic 
spatial structure with material concentrated in the polar caps 
(or blobs) and in equatorial belts (or ring) [15]. These 
suggestions are also inferred from the analysis of direct 
photographs ( Fig. 7). Also observations in infrared and 
optical region of X-ray transient object CI Cam has shown 
non spherical shell [16]. 

The theoretical work of Hutching (1972) supported non-
spherical structure at least for three novae (i.e. nova Delphini 
1967, nova vulpecule 1968 and nova Serpentis 1970) [11]. 
Additional evidence for non-spherical structure comes from 
the CCD images of some novae [5]. Also the narrow-band 
CCD images of nova HR Delphini (1967) [10], [18]. show an
oval shape of the remnant possessing a bipolar morphology,
with polar 'blobs' and, an equatorial ring – like structure. Our 
model will assume a blob-ring structure (Fig. 8) for the IR
emission calculations. 

3.2 Dust Formation (Grains)  

After a nova eruption, a mass of 10−5 − 10−4 𝑀 is ejected,
which moves outwards and start to coal and condense (Temp. 
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decreases) forming dust grains with size as a function of
time given by the following equation: 

𝑎 = 𝑎0 + 𝑎∞[1 − (
𝑡

𝑡0

) −
5
4] (1) 

𝑎0 : radius of condensation nucleus, taken to be
 10−7cm [20]. 𝑎∞ :maximum radius ≈ 0.15 µm ≈1.5x10

-5 

cm. 

The ratio of C/O observed to reverse in the ejecta of some 
novae (e.g. Qv vul 1987) leading to the formation of two or
more types of grains in the same ejecta [7], [1]. For the 
interest of this work, grains of carbon (graphite) and silicates 
will be considered to co-exist in our model. Graphite in the 
blobs and silicates in the equatorial ring. 

4. IR Emission Formulae  

This section will state the IR flux calculations formulae for 
the blobs-ring model having graphite in the blobs and 
silicates in the ring. The calculated IR fluxes of the model 
will be compared with observed IR light curves and energy 
distributions of some novae (already discussed in IR
observation section). 

4.1 The Model Formulae  

For spherical optically thin dust shell the emitted intensity 
(equation of transfer; (see Evans, 1993) is: 

𝐼𝜈 𝑠 = 𝐼ѵ 0 𝑒−𝜏( 𝑠,0) +  𝑒−𝜏(𝑠,𝑠  )

𝜏(𝑠)

0

𝑆𝜈𝑑𝜏 (2)

The first term is the intensity of radiation at the far side of the 
source Iν, attenuated by a factor 𝑒−𝜏  𝑠,0 by extinction within 
the medium. 
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The second term represents emission from within the 
medium at 𝑠  attenuated by the appropriate factor and 
integrated along the line of sight between 0 and s. In our 
case only this term is important, since the emission from 
the first term will have negligible effect at IR wavelengths. 
The source function 𝑆𝜈 can be replaced by the Planck 
function B(ν, Tɡ) for purely thermal radiation and with the 
use of 𝑑𝜏 = 𝑁𝜋𝑎2𝑄𝑎𝑏𝑠  𝑑𝑠 then 

𝐼𝜈 𝑠 =  𝐵  𝜈,𝑇𝑔  𝜈  𝑒
−𝜏 𝜈 

𝑠

0

𝑁 𝑟 𝜋𝑎2𝑄𝑎𝑏𝑠  𝑑𝑠 (3)

Where ν is the frequency, Tɡ is the grain temperature, N(r) 
is the dust number density at distance r from the central 
star, a is the grain radius and 𝑄𝑎𝑏𝑠  is the absorption 
efficiency. Equation (3) can be expressed as: 

𝐼𝜈  𝑠 =  𝐵 𝜈,𝑇𝑔  𝑒
−𝜏

𝑠

0

𝑁0𝑅0
2𝑟−2𝜋𝑎2𝑄𝑎𝑏𝑠  𝑑𝑠 (4)

Where, N0 is the number density of the grains at R0 from 
the source. The product N0R0

2 is calculated by integrating 
the N(r) over the volume of the shell, then multiplying by
the mass of one grain to find the total mass of grains. 

The solution of equation (4) can be simplified by defining a 
general point  
P (θ, θ1) ( Fig. 9). From the figure we can express ds in
term of θ and θ1 as  

𝑑𝑠 = 𝑅𝑜𝑢𝑡

𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃1

𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝜃
𝑑𝜃 (5)

 Substituting (5) in (4) we get: 
𝐼𝜈  𝑠 

=  𝐵(𝜈,𝑇𝑔 )𝑒
−𝜏

𝑠

0

𝑁0𝑅0
2𝑟−2𝜋𝑎2𝑄𝑎𝑏𝑠  𝑅𝑜𝑢𝑡

𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃1

𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝜃
𝑑𝜃 (6)

The corresponding flux is simply the integration of 𝐼𝜈(𝑠)
over the solid angle Ω, subtended by the region: 

𝑓𝜈 =  𝐼𝜈𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃1𝑑Ω =
 𝑰𝝂𝒄𝒐𝒔𝜽𝟏𝟐𝝅𝑹

𝟐
𝒐𝒖𝒕𝒔𝒊𝒏𝜽𝟏

𝑫𝟐 𝑑𝜃1  7   
From equations (6) and (7), then  
𝑓𝜈

=   

𝑎2

𝑎1

 
2𝜋2𝑁0𝑅0

2

𝐷2

𝑏2

𝑏1

 𝑎2𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑝 𝑡 𝑄𝑎𝑏𝑠 𝐵 𝜈,𝑇𝑔  𝑒
−𝜏𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃1𝑑𝜃𝑑𝜃1 (8)

Here Rout = 𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑝 𝑡, since the shell grows with time. D is the 
distance to the nova.  

In our model equation (8) is used to calculate the IR flux 
from the ring and blobs with the relevant limits of
integrations. 

Figure 9: Sketch to illustrate the derivation of the IR
equations assuming a general point P(θ, θ1) for spherical 

shell 
  
4.2 Parameters of Equation (8)  

 The absorption efficiency Qabs
The equations derived by Mie (1908) are used to find Qabs of
the grain [20].The quantity Qabs required for the calculation is
given by Qabs = Qext – Qsca → Qabs = Qext for spherical optically 
thin shell which is our case. 

 Grain Condensation 
𝐿𝑏𝑜𝑙 = 4.0𝑥1039𝑚 𝑣 , Vexp = 2.96 1013 𝑚 𝑣 

.45  𝑐𝑚 𝑑𝑎𝑦−1

Where Lbol is the bolometric luminosity, measured in erg/s 
Vexp is the expansion velocity. 𝑚 𝑣 is the rate of decline from 
maximum of the nova in mag. day-1 [2].In our calculation 𝑚 𝑣
is taken to be 0.05 mag/day and this correspond to a 
moderately fast dust forming nova. We choose suitable values 
for the condensation temperature. Tc, within the range 1200 –

2000 k (e.g. for graphite 2000 k and for silicates 1300 k). The 
calculated condensation time for graphite & silicate for our 
model are 32day and 81day respectively. 

 Grain Temperature Tɡ

Tɡ =  𝐿< 𝑄𝑎𝑏𝑠  𝑎 ,𝑇∗ >

16 𝜋  𝑟2 𝜎<𝑄𝑎𝑏𝑠   𝑎 ,𝑇𝑔 >
 

1

4
 (16)

Where for graphite the Planck mean of the absorption 
efficiencies is approximated by < 𝑄𝑎𝑏𝑠   𝑎,𝑇 >= 3.22 𝑇1.65

and that for silicate is taken from [12], 𝑇∗ =  104𝑘T in the 
calculations. 

 Optical depth (𝝉)
The optical depth 𝜏 of equation (8) can be expressed as:  

𝜏 =  𝜋 𝑎2𝑄𝑎𝑏𝑠  𝑁0 𝑅0
2  

𝜃 −  𝜃1

𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑝 𝑡 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃1

  17 

5. Results and Discussions 

Figures 10, 11, 12 show the IR emission from the model as a 
function of time at three IR wavelengths (2.2, 3.5, and 10
µm). The behavior of the two maximum of these figures can 
be ascribed to the different condensation time of graphite 
grains and silicate grains. Graphite starts condensation first at
high temperature around 2000k, while silicate starts 
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condensation later at around 1300k. a black body at
temperature around 2000k emits mainly in the near IR band 
(λ=2.2µm), while a black body at temperature around 1300
k emits in the far IR band (λ=10µm). 

Generally, the result of the IR temporal development 
calculations in blob-ring Model shows IR light curves of
certain distinctive feature, depending on the choice of the 
infrared band. However three types of curves are 
distinguished as follows: 
a) IR light curve at λ=2.2µm with clear early maximum 

(solid curve of Fig. 13). This maximum coincides with 
the maximum optical depth of graphite grains mainly 
due to graphite emission (solid curve Fig.10).

b) IR light curve at λ=3.5 µm with two maximum (dashed 
curve of Fig. 13); early maximum and late maximum. 
The late maximum occurs roughly around the time of
maximum optical depth for silicate grains (dashed curve 
of Fig. 11). 

c) IR light curve at λ= 10µm with only one late maximum 
(dotted curves of Fig.13) being shifted further to later 
times from the position of silicate maximum optical 
depth (dashed curve of Fig. 12). 

6. Comparison with Observations 

The temporal IR flux development shown by the model blob-
ring calculations at λ=3.5µm is generally comparable to the 
IR light curve of nova Cen 1986 (produces graphite and 
silicate dust) observed by Whitelock (1987) [19] at λ=3.5µm.
This similarity can easily be noticed between (Fig. 14,
calculations) and (Fig. 15, observations). Both curves of these 
figures seems to have two maximum separated by a period of
time. In the model the length of this period of time depend on
the condensation time of the dust material in the two regions. 
This lead us to conclude that, the second maximum of Nova 
Cen 1986 was due to silicate dust. This conclusion is
supported by observation of Nova V1494 [9].  

The model might be improved by using the exact parameters 
(e.g speed class expansion velocity, density etc….; if known) 
of one specific nova and then changing one input parameter 
e.g. grain size to get a fit with the observations. 

Figure 10: Plot of temporal calculated IR Flux at λ= 2.2 µm. The curves are: solid is emission from the blobs (carbon),
dashed is emission from the ring (silicate) and dotted is the result of adding the two together. The speed class is 0.05 mag/ day 

Figure 11: Plot of temporal calculated IR Flux at 𝛌 = 3.5 μm. The curves are: solid is emission from the blobs (carbon),
dashed is emission from the ring (silicate) and dotted is the result of adding the two together. The speed class is 0.05 mag/ 

day. 
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Figure 12: Plot of temporal calculated IR Flux at 𝛌 = 10 μm. The curves are: solid is emission from the blobs (carbon),
dashed is emission from the ring (silicate) and dotted is the result of adding the two together. The speed class is 0.05 mag/ day 

Figure 13: Three temporal calculated IR Fluxes including emission from the star at three wavelengths 𝛌= 2.2 μm (solid), 𝛌= 
3.5 μm (dashed), and 𝛌= 10 μm (dotted). 

Figure 14: The model temporal calculated IR emission, relative magnitudes at 𝛌 =3.5 μm.
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Figure 15: Infrared Light Curve of Cen 1980 at 𝛌= 3.5 μm. from Whitelock (1987).

7. Conclusions 

According to the model calculations, the behavior of the 
emitted IR flux can be categorized by three distinctive 
curves at three infrared wavelengths (near infrared at
λ=2.2µm, moderate infrared at λ=3.5µm and far infrared at
λ=10µm) (Fig. 10). At near infrared, the IR flux from the 
blobs is dominating the behavior of the total emitted IR
flux. That is the general time behavior of the total IR flux 
(dotted curve of Fig. 10) is slightly affected by IR flux 
emission from the ring (solid curve of Fig. 10). And at
moderate infrared, the contribution from both graphite in
the blobs and silicate in the ring is noticeable (two maxima) 
in the total flux (Fig. 11). While at far infrared, silicate is
the dominant contributor to the total emitted IR flux (Fig. 
12).

According to the results of the model, we believe that the 
blob-ring geometry shell proposed, with dust forming in
two different regions (graphite in the blob and silicate in
the ring) explains the time and wavelength dependence of
the IR emission of some novae.  
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